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Viewing:
GENERAL VIEWING
Due to Government guidance around social distancing, we
are unable to offer general viewing of all items in our auction
rooms. All lots are extensively illustrated and carry detailed
condition reports on our website www.sworder.co.uk. Should
you require further images or photographs, please do not
hesitate to contact us at auctions@sworder.co.uk or
telephone 01279 817778.

Lot 50
Estimate: £250 - £450 + Fees
An Arts & Crafts silver dyed green agate and
moonstone brooch,
An Arts & Crafts silver dyed green agate and
moonstone brooch, attributed to Sybil Dunlop, a lozenge
shaped cabochon dyed green agate rub set to the centre,
with a trefoil of circular cabochon moonstones in clawed
collets at each point, with scrolls and circular cabochon
moonstones between, to pin and roller catch, tested as
approximately sterling silver with metal pin, 47 x 40mm,
17.10g, together with an unmounted circular cabochon
moonstone (2)
Condition Report
A slight chip to one of the moonstones. The loss appears to
be at the surface of a surface reaching fracture.
Very minor surface marks to some of the other gemstones.
Minor surface marks/scratches/tarnish to metal
commensurate with age.
Pin very slightly bent.
A nice blue schiller to most of the moonstones.
Condition Report Disclaimer
A condition report made by us, whether orally or in writing, is a matter of
opinion, of the seller or Sworders, and cannot be considered a statement of
fact; our staff are not professional restorers, historian’s or conservators.
The condition of an item can vary widely due to factors such as age,
damage, restoration and repair, their very nature means they are rarely in
perfect condition, therefore, all lots are sold ‘as is’. Whilst all due diligence is
taken to ensuring the information provided is accurate, we cannot be held
responsible for omissions, faults, defects, restoration, alteration, variations
in colour and shades, or changes not identified, and you must satisfy
yourself (without limitation) as to the condition, age, authenticity, and
provenance prior to purchasing a lot.
All dimensions and weights are approximate.

